Announcements:

- No movie this Thursday (since in conflict with SLIF)
- Thursday, Sept 16, Office Hours 3-5pm, will be instead Wednesday, Sept. 15, 3-5pm (I get MRI)

Due: Wednesday September 15, 9 am (via entry on our webpage)

Read:

- Great Physicists: “How the Heavens Go - Galileo Galilei” (pages 5-17)
- Heisenberg Probably Slept Here: Introduction (pages 1-10)

On Wednesday we will discuss the work and life of Galileo and on Friday we will talk about the Dialogue.

Use the following questions as guideline for the reading.

1. Biographical Dates
Make a list of the main events in Galileo’s life (dates and keywords).

2. Character
Describe the character of Galileo.

3. Work
What are the main scientific achievements of Galileo? (keywords fine)

4. With what of this daily assignment did you have most difficulty and/or liked the most? Any other comments?